Dr. Rick Malter paraphrasing Joseph Farrell writing about
Babylon’s Banksters, pp.288-289:
About food, pharmaceuticals and vaccines
“It is a kind of false alchemy, a biochemical black hole into which the health of a person
is inevitably sucked and from which it can never emerge, unless the underlying idea of
patented drugs and vaccines is clearly repudiated and rejected. The system of patented
drugs is deliberately designed to enrich only those who control the invention, patenting
and marketing of dangerous toxic drugs and vaccines. The system can never serve the
broader public optimal health because it is not designed to do so. The system is built on
lies, deceit, fraud, and gross exaggerations of what these dangerous patented products can
do for a person’s heath and immune system.
http://www.malterinstitute.org/healthcongame.pdf . In fact, numerous drug companies
have been repeatedly found guilty of fraud and illegal marketing of their drugs. These
drug companies have paid millions and sometimes billions of dollars in fines. How does
one trust the “scientific” research of drug companies that engage in fraudulent research
and illegal marketing of dangerous drugs?
http://www.malterinstitute.org/manipulatingresearchdata.pdf
In the methods pursued to replace healthy nutritious food with junk food and artificial
chemicals, a well worn playbook has been followed. This playbook also has included
methods for eliminating high quality dietary supplements from the market place while
filling the market place with toxic patented drugs and vaccines whose safety and efficacy
are unproven or are highly questionable. Since the known dangers of drugs and vaccines
are quite substantial, drug company money is used to buy liability “protection” via laws
that prevent injured parties from filing lawsuits against drug and vaccine manufacturers.
The Big Pharma/Bankster’s methods include any tactics that will assure expanding their
monopolies including those dominating the “health/disease” care system. These tactics
include dominating and controlling the training and practice of the “high priests” of
health/disease care, namely medical doctors and psychiatrists. The tactics also include
labeling as heresy any theory, practice, or products that are not under the total control of
the Bankster’s and their brethren in Big Pharma. Any practice that departs from the
“standard of care” is labeled “heresy” and not in the “public interest.” Supporting “peer
reviewed” junk science lends a certain type of credibility to the whole corrupt enterprise.

